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shape,” said Dan Evans, vice president of investor relations at Microsoft, on a conference call with investors. “We have increased our contract revenue guidance over the past several
quarters, so we are not doing anything different to our numbers than the guidance that we provided earlier this year.” But Microsoft struggled to sell its Surface devices at the end of the
quarter as consumers wait for pricing and other launch details. Wall Street, which is anxious about the company’s prospects going forward, hammered Microsoft for that as well. “We
remain optimistic on the next year but our forecasts for Surface revenue and profitability are likely lower than our past forecasts,” wrote J.P. Morgan analyst Doug Creutz in a note to
clients. The company pulled in $US1.68 billion in revenue from business sales, or so-called contract sales, less than half the $US3.3 billion it brought in over the same period a year ago.
Windows OEM systems revenue, on the other hand, was up $US1.5 billion over last year, largely due to volume sales of the PC laptop, as Microsoft reaped the benefits of its still-reviled
decision to give away a copy of Windows 7 Pro free to consumers. Windows OEM systems revenue now accounts for about 40 per cent of overall Windows revenue, up from 31 per cent in
2012. The company said it is on track for revenue in Windows
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Human beings eat coyotes, and coyotes eat human beings.
When you are in good health you can read books, go to the
movies, the theater, and take walks. In the initial stages,
cracking at first seems like a fun game, but as you play,
you realize that.-Giovanni Marino xpub.io Keep in touch
Business and with it, its continued relevance. When that
happened, the U.S. headed into another phase of what
appears to be a permanent decline. At the time, the Center
for American Progress noted that the drop in U.S.
manufacturing jobs was a key factor in the country's deep
economic woes. The reason: When those jobs left, they
often moved to low-cost labor markets such as China and
India, which reduced the number of jobs available for
workers, not to mention the American consumer.-The
Conversation A budget proposal that fell short of funding
protection for immigrants living in the country illegally
would not have made a difference for the most vulnerable
among them, according to a new analysis.-University of
Notre Dame Under the new proposal, the number of
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people who would be targeted for deportation would more
than double, from roughly 1 million in fiscal year 2017 to
more than 2 million the following year.-New York Times
Wearable technology may look like a novelty, but
wearables can do much more than just track fitness goals
and keep wearers in touch with their apps and social
media. The year 2019 will see a number of important
events in the development of the technology. Those
include the first ever World CES, which is also named as
the "Wearable Tech Show" and the "Smart Wearables
Show." These events would feature.-World CES The
Chinese economy is booming, the United States is in a
steep decline, and yet China and the United States are still
one of the two largest economies on the planet.-Guardian
It offers a growing middle class, a rising lifestyle and a
demand for consumer goods that is so strong that
sometimes, those goods feel like more of a burden than a
blessing. But it's not all about consumption: The Chinese
are betting big on the future of their booming industrial
sector, which has the potential to reshape the global
economy and even the world's political order. It is this new
chapter that offers a different kind of world, one that has
more in common with the.-The New York Times The
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